
RHA Board Meeting, 11/28/17      Thunderdome 

 

Board members present: Chris Dietrich, Hollie Hoffman, Mark Benson, Vern Burress, Greg 
Chisholm, Gregg Fullerton, Konrad Reeder, Tim Brady, Gordon Merchen, and Steve Nolan 

 

 Call meeting to order:  Chris Dietrich 6:01 pm 

 

 Approve meeting agenda: 

Chris Dietrich would like to consider Christine Ritter for secretary position 

Greg Chisholm motions, second by Hollie Hoffman- voted approved by board 

 

Presidents Report: 

Varsity jerseys- will be here the 30th, Denise & Tressa are working with varsity (Vern) will turn 
in old & wear the new black ones, JV will get new white ones. 

 

Mite jerseys- have new jerseys. 

 

Locker room supervision- (Safesport & USA Hockey) Chris spoke with Dick & Vern, varsity 
at a level they need to proctor  Discussion on levels, bantams doing better, house needing to 
better- had some instances of moved/wet gear (in sink).  Lower levels should have coach/adult 
present.   

Hazing/bullying is zero tolerance- example in Pierre they had a room with no supervision & a 
kid received a neck injury due to wrestling/headlocks.  If we do not follow policy, USA Hockey 
insurance will not cover.  Work with all coaches to tighten this up (Chris)  If issues arise with 
older kids, shouldn’t we tighten up also for safety? (Hollie)  With older kids it can become 
uncomfortable with kids changing, etc (Vern)  Could proctor, pop in & out & have team leaders 
present to set safety standards (Chris). 

 

End of the Road tournament- requested again: Gary Danley new city hockey director with city 
parks/rec.  He wants to start up the End of the Road tournament again.  Discussion- in the past 
this is a beer league, not gone well, only made money 1 year.  – Roadkill used to sponsor (Vern).  
Discussion on hours & keeping ice going.  Looked at later dates: March 23-25.  Mites need ice 
thru March 10-11, if varsity goes to nationals, we need ice longer anyway (Vern).   

We need to give a reason- yes or no why (Hollie).  Discussion on needing things, needing 
insurance info, expense, they want it staffed, we do not want non RHA people using Zam (Ben).  



Hollie & Ben shoot #’s to see if it works.  Needing about $2000-$3000 to be worth keeping 
someone here.  (Ben).  If we keep ice, possibly host a camp? (Chris).  Get electric bill to help 
calc costs (Ben)- Mark will do this.  

 

Get info & we will shoot them #’s (Chris).  Charge them for the electric.   

Concessions open?   (Nikki) we could staff 

 

Sunday night ice time- (Chris) coach ice time Sunday night utilized?  (Konrad) they are skating 
Mon night.  (Chris)  Would like to see about sliding open and giving ice time to older house kids, 
to help house since there are league Friday games that sometimes bump house.   Group 
discussion on ice times and utilization.  Requested to alert house coaches in event of open ice,  
(Chris) We will try to make it work to get ice time.   

Discussion on communication, being positive & accurate info.  League games set by state, we 
will not bump for practices.  Want to be sure we are working with all teams & they are all 
important.  Discussion on contacts for open ice times--- there are 4 house teams plus 2 bantam/jv 
aged teams.  Get a list of contacts to keep them in in the loop. 

 

Season pass price?  $20/30/50- Discussion on price, concern out of towners are purchasing 
passes, but Brookings was charging $250 for their out of town passes?  It was clarified that the 
price of admissions is set at $6/person by the state.  Our passes are sold for $30, this is for a 
family, not per person.  Question on whether or not to allow the passes sold to non-RHA, 
question came up if it mattered since they may only come once or twice—it was noted that at 
least we are collecting the funds for that admission.   Discussion on just removing the sign to 
offer them at the admissions table and placing a note in the admissions box. 

 

Building Committee report (Brady/Olson/Nelson/Fullerton- 8b): 

Zamboni Quotes (bumped up, Gregg needs to leave)- choices between 2 units fully electric.  
Olympia unit Milleneum E- 3 phase power, no drive shaft, can use 30 times without recharging, 
can do 2 sheets, more modern than our current one.  Cons would be: parts dealer in Alberta, if it 
breaks, we cannot fix it here.  Such a new machine, technology from Germany. 

 

Other option is Zamboni 552 AC- electric motor, hydraulic system.  (Tim) Repairs can be done 
by Liftpro, parts can come from Summerset WI (Gregg).  Can resurface 16 times before needing 
to charge.  Discussion of reliability & needing zam work done fast when needed.   Zam would be 
the recommendation due to ease of repair.  Noted that water is controlled by the speed, would be 
good on corners (Ben).  Set up faster, use less water, dump less hot water (Gregg). 

Differences discussed- the Olympia is all electric.  Decision based on needs & repair- has 
changed a bit as the Olympia was lower in price, but now in the last 6 months they are very 



close.  Sharpener was also discussed, different sizes of blades- mentioned retrofit of the blade 
sharpener.  Discussed what the CC does- they ship out.  Could possibly look at offering to 
sharpen them here for the CC.     

 

Tim & Gregg will be flying out in 1 week to Pasadena to check out the zam & take a tour.  If we 
purchase out of Canada, there would be royalties also due.  If we purchase out of California, just 
pay for the purchase, nothing extra.   

 

Further discussion on factors for decision.  In terms of repair it was noted that the Zam made 
more sense.  Current Olympia we can get parts from NAPA, but new Olympia different motors.  
Question if the Olympia went down on the time frame to get fixed.   

 

Old Olympia value, trade in at time of request was $30,000, now it’s probably $10,000.  Possibly 
worth keeping, or selling to Northern Hills?  Tim spoke with them & they were going to meet 
soon.  Also question on lead time- arrival of machine.  Olympia Dec 1st, Zam could be here 
around Sept 1st, beginning of season.  Would need to retrain zam drivers (Ben).   

 

2017/2018 Budget (Benson): 

 

Zam Pledges: $50,000 BHE; $25,000 Rush – paid over 5 years.  Mutch wants to pay in 
December.  Reserve account, zam & assurance- in case the compressors go out, we have a little 
less than $160,000.  We could dip into & replace funds if needed when the $80,000 raised in 
funds & pledges comes in, 

 

Seasonal business doesn’t operate the same year to year, things change.  We do still have 
maintenance, repair, tournaments, and coach draws.  Still looking at #’s, but appears we are on 
budget and close to where we thought we would be.  Will continue to look at it.  It was noted that 
the numbers are down & age change discussed.  Overall, the numbers are down, except for house 
which gained.  Budget should break even (Mark).  

 

Advertising & new sponsors have seen a gain.  Also, some teams have fundraised (RHA gains 
20%).  We do have a cushion and want to continue to replenish reserve funds.  There is no future 
fiscal crisis, wants to look at the long run. 

 
Coach’s pay- new requests- 3 varsity coaches Dick (head coach) and 2 assistants, JV1 & JV2  1 
head & 2 assistant coaches, girls 1 head & 2 assistant. Girls, 1 head coach & 2 assistants, bantam 
2 coaches.   
 



Discussion on coaches- Vern no longer a parent coach, no child on the team.  Would like to 
discuss paying as a coach.  *Vern stepped out for discussion.*  (Chris)  Vern has requested 
payment, also noted that Paul Ferdinand is no longer a parent coach & has requested payment as 
well.  (Mark) Budgeted coaches’ pay already & this would be a change to the budgeted 
amount.  It was noted that things change, Vern’s son is no longer playing on the team, Vern is 
still there coaching & helps Dick on the bench with varsity.  Ferdinand has not been traveling 
currently. 
 
Looked at rates that other organizations pay their coaches.  Mark noted we paid Vern’s per diem, 
we should look at per diem for Ferdinand as well.  Looking to pay Vern same as Doug, he is here 
full time, JV pay $1500.  Ferdinand has been part time, looked at $500, plus per diem for each as 
they travel.   
 
Discussion on how many paid coaches are needed.  (Steve)  Vern does the full practices for JV1 
plus helps on bench with varsity.  Motion set for $1500 for Vern, $500 for Ferdinand (can revisit 
if needed). 
Tim Brady motioned, Gordon Merchen seconded, motion passed 
 
Alumni game money request- Doug Phelps requested $350 for alumni game- would try to pay 
back (insurance policy).  25-3.0 skaters and fans there- in the past we have had concessions 
open.  Discussion, first the RHA spirit, have a mite parent who played for RHA.  (Chris) vote to 
approve- all in favor, passed.   
 
Dryland Room-  (Ronda) $1,000 check from Arctic Glacier & $1,200 from Riley camp—for the 
fake ice in dryland room.  Need more plastic for floor & possibly walls, could get from 
Runnings, would need Georg to order.  Also would need sponsors for netting.  Discussion on 
getting damaged dasher boards from Civic Center to shoot on.  (Mark) Ok moving forward with 
this.  (Georg) costand options discussed.  Need about 1296 suare fee, if going thru Becker would 
need about 54 piece, roughly $3,000.  Going thru Runnings, flooring is durable & good if you 
are not on it with skates, would be about $2,140.   
 
 

Concessions (Niki): 

 

Refillable mugs (status)- Concession sales too soon to tell.  Dibs being addressed, shifts       are 
online.  Keeping less overhead.  Mugs are a hit when sold.  Currently 26 in circulation with 28 
for sale. 

 

Age policy- Deferred to Hollie for discussion on this.  It was noted by someone that there was 
inappropriate behavior with teens going on (making out).  They would like to change age from 
12 to 14.  Some felt 12 was ok..  There was concern some families sign up & collect the hours 
for the shifts, but the kids are not working.  Is it putting our best foot fwd having kids working up 
front?  If we need to change, wants it to be 14.  (Niki) Stated she watched other rinks to see if 



there are kids & goes by what she is seeing, also for the work force it’s 14.  She would like to 
bump to 14.  

Hollie motioned for the change 

Tim Brady & Vern both second, motion passed 

 

Dibs (Hollie): 

  

Dibs- (Hollie) Dave Hintz knows the system, they brought a mite parent up for this position    
and there is a learning curve.  Trying to get settled in.  Eric is getting emails from parents when 
there are mistakes or questions, lots of emails coming thru.  We need to remember this is a 
volunteer position & keep in mind when communicating with volunteers.  We are pretty set for 
the year, just a few tweaks. 

 

Discussion on how the info comes to Eric.  Mites send a spreadsheet, the league levels come 
differently & it’s just a learning curve & helping each other to get things to the correct person & 
entered in.  (Niki) Can help him with building the concessions shifts.  (Lyndsay) can help with 
alerting on any games changes.  (Ronda) Noted he emailed with proshop shifts thru the year. 

 

Further Discussion on Dryland: 

(Chris) Question posed on shooting in there- no pucks.  Weights?  We do not have any.  Can use 
the ADM dryland cards in this area, work dryland.  Discussed moving shooters to a shooting 
lane, leaving pucks upstairs & using this area to work out. 

 

It was brought up no dryland at Roosevelt- (Chris) Erin with Roosevelt requested no dryland at 
the city rink since we share with the figure skaters.  It was not the squirt A, but another team had 
disrupted a learn to skate class.  Due to this, they ask that we not use the concourse before our 
time slot.     They ask that they stretch in an alternate locker room, or can use the back hallway.  
Teams coming in while Thunder is on the ice are welcome to do dryland as usual as this will not 
disrupt our teams.  Erin also asked us to watch our kids, they had an incident with a toddler in the 
zam room.  They are tightening the rules & we need to supervise our kids more. 

 

Fundraising report (Ronda Simmons): 

Fundraising-Wreaths over $28,200; past sales $25,000. $13.102 shared between RHA & players 
(split).  Girls  fundraised & gave the 20% to RHA, about $680, possibly tag girls money for 
dryland.  Received $1,000 check from Arctic Glacier.  Also, pasta fundraiser started and looking 
at doing a Canvas 2 Paint. 
  



Sponsorships- Midco; Scheels-- has the penalty box wrap and a dasher/banner $2,500/ 3 years; 
Coke  (Ronda) Looking for new sponsors.   

 
(Mark) Almost $11,000 in warmup sales, Scheels was thinking closer to $1,500 at the start of 
this.  Positive relationship.  They see that we are buying & they are willing to order in and price 
match (same as they do for softball & baseball).  DJ is the head of the department & is the 
contact.   

 
Script program is still running.  Can see we are still making money from it.  Needing more info 
on how this works, how to track funds, ie RHA & person.  (Ronda) There is a parent who uses 
this & would like to continue to use it after their player graduates & would donate to the 
scholarship fund.  We should see a weekly deposit from this.  We do pay $7/ month for the 
software.  She is able to see the family and the rebates they are receiving.  Would like to work on 
this more & get it back out there.  Would like to get something typed up to go over this.  Also 
can we train & maybe get a table set up to help others with this as well.  It was also noted there 
are ecards & physical gift cards can also be ordered- these are mailed to the coordinator who is 
Ronda. 

 
Thank-you cards for sponsors/donations?  Ronda has cards, would like to get some pics also.  Is 
letting things settle, seeing what is coming in so we can be sure to thank everyone. 

 
 

Raffle- Raffle discussed, need prizes if we are going to do this.  We don’t have anyone handling 
this, Ronda has been looking into it.  Cash prizes were suggested: $500, $250, $100.  We need an 
outline for this & ideas, anyone can come up with ideas or we can stick to cash.  Also discussed 
no raffle.  There is no history on this from the past to refer to.  (Chris)  Suggested we discuss 
after Christmas.  Come to next meeting with ideas. 

 
 

Proshop (Raelynn): 
  
Online stores: (Hollie) We had 33 orders come thru the online.  There is a $700 minimum & we                                                                                                  
needed to fulfill orders, will deliver soon.  (Ronda) Order in for proshop should be in Dec.                  
8th.  (Chris)  Would like this set up for mite nights.  
 
House update (Chris): Tree was invited, unable to attend- Terry came for house.   
  
Jerseys- house requested jerseys, needing funding & had approached Rush foundation, Rush had 
already donated to zam & mite jerseys in the preseason.  Rush was upset with attendance down 
& asking us to support them as well.  (Chris) tabled this discussion- the jerseys are now 
completely funded and order is in.  (Ronda) Do we know who funded, just so we can note and 
not approach for more donations in the near future.  At this time we do not know.  We are trying 
to go thru Ronda with sponsors/donors- just so we aren't all trying to hit up the same donors.  It 
had been noted some from house felt concerned board was not being supportive of house. 
 
 



 It was brought up there is a lot of need at the house level program esp with all the 
growth.  Needing sticks, equipment, goalie gear, penneys.  (Chris) Can we spend the 20% that 
came from house fundraising to house equipment to help them out?  It was noted that house paid 
for 1/2 our new lights with their score O.  (Georg)  There was a question about wanting to see the 
financials & paper trail. 
  
Is there a jersey deposit for house jerseys?  To protect them from not being returned/lost, was 
confirmed with a house mom present that deposits were collected.  Jerseys thru Mike Mills- was 
noted that they changed the vendor, their numbers had gone up.   
 
Would like to get info about the funding to send thank yous, and also Mark wants to run thru the 
accountant.  Chris concluded with requesting to let Tree know about the 20% going back to 
house. 
 
Numbers- Currently 89 enrolled, in the past it was about 30 with bantam and younger 
ages.  There is a younger group and then the JV level new this year. 
 
Final discussion at meeting end, do we need approval on moving forward with zam?  Chris will 
talk with board of trustees. 
 
Future Meeting Dates: 
 
January 9th, 2018 the second Tuesday. 
 
Motion to adjourn by Georg, adjourned at 8 pm 
 

 
 
 

  

       

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


